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Wombling Merry Christmas     

The Wombles 

CHORDS USED IN THIS SONG 
      D            F#m         A            G               E               Bm 

 
 
 
[A]      [D]-[A]   
[D]      [E]      [A]   [F#m]  
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D]/ Christ-[A]/ -mas [D]/ [A]/ 

[A]    [D]-[A] Open your [E] eyes, look to the [G] skies when you're [D] lonely 
[F] There will be [A] stars shining for [E] you [Bm]/ [E]/ 
[A] Sleepers a-[E]-wake, it's getting [G] late, snow is [D] falling 
[F] The whole wide [A] world is Wombling [Bm] too [*]  [E]// [*] 

[D] All day long we will be [A] Wombling in the [F#m] snow 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas [E]////// 
[D] All day long we will be [A] laughing as we [F#m] go 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas   [D]/ [A]/ 

[A]    [D]-[A] Under the [E] ground there is the [G] sound of a [D] symphony 
[F] The lights are [A] low, the fire is [E] bright [Bm]/ [E]/ 
[A] Wombling [E] through I'll tune in to [G] you, you tune [D] in to me 
[F] We'll send you a [A] message into the [Bm] night [E]  [*] 

[D] All day long we will be [A] Wombling in the [F#m] snow 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas [E]////// 
[D] All day long we will be [A] laughing as we [F#m] go 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas   [D]/[A]/ 

[D]      [E]      [A]   [F#m]  
[D]      [E]       [D]///// [E] [*] 
da da da da da  

[D] All day long we will be [A] Wombling in the [F#m] snow 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas [E]////// 
[D] All day long we will be [A] laughing as we [F#m] go 
[D] We wish you a [E] Wombling Merry [D] Christ-[A]-mas   [D]/[A]/ 

  


